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Abstract

The Internet is one of the first things leading technological developments. It provides easy accessibility to the products. These kind of developments led businesses to use the Internet intensely in marketing. Thus, online marketing has started to develop and become one of the direct marketing techniques. Online marketing provides both businesses and customers with a great deal of easiness. Companies present customers with products, services and information in an untraditional way thanks to online marketing. Moreover, customers have had the advantage of following the developments and changes, also the access to the products and services easily. Other than the power of information access of the Internet, commerce network and distribution have appeared to be very efficient. In this regard, online marketing have been considered to be one of the tools of modern marketing in terms of reaching customers.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this study is to reveal short information about online marketing which changes with developing internet technologies and its outlets. We will try to give an idea about position of online marketing in comparison with traditional marketing. Moreover, we will try to introduce popular online marketing techniques. Online marketing in globalizing world economy has gain strategic importance in terms of economic growth. Purpose of this study is to present online marketing with its basic aspects.

Marketing has reached the present day by passing through some stages. These stages are known as, according to classical differentiation, sale, marketing, social marketing and global marketing. When the basic reasons of these stages are examined, they are determined as 1) development and proliferation of technology and internet 2) increase of globalization and global competition 3) increase of education and knowledge level. With the help of technological development, especially proliferation of internet, globalization has appeared and world has become just a market. Again with the help of technological and global factors, communication has developed and people start to reach to whole world easily. This situation causes increment in educational and communicational level of the people.

2. Appearance of Online Marketing

Internet can be identified with its general meaning as network transfer information among computers with the participation of millions of people and organizations from all around the world (Birkan, 1998:29). Online marketing history, much as interwoven with Internet development, has appeared after a long time from occurrence of ARPANET, the first large-scale computer network which is started to work in 1969 (Gedik,2009:112).

Globalization cycle which has occurred with developments of Industrial revolution oblige firms to be involved in a harsh competition environment. Especially after 18th century global market competition environment and financial, economic developments in world economy force firms to overseas expansion, making innovations and always developing their technologies (Yalçın, 2012:19). In addition to this, with developing information technologies, many new methods are used in the marketing field which is one of the core activity branches of many firms. The most common method is online marketing because it is the most suitable way of adapt to globalization. So this method is used by many firms around the world (Ekmekçi, Berber and Kutlu, 2009:12). As a result of developing electronic media and its qualities, firms has started to change some parts of their traditional marketing activities to this field. Growing internet environment causes changes in both traditional sense of management and daily shopping styles of people. Marketing activities, major topic of this study, have started to appear on the internet significantly and they cause to be formed a new sense of management which is named as online marketing. With developing electronic communication, temporarily rentable, panderer at all hours of day and night virtual offices has started to come into service instead of highly cost corporate offices with workers and office machinery in U.S.A and England. By this way, internet is used as communication and marketing tool and communication among distant offices is implemented safely, fast and cheapishly (Tağıyev, 2005: 27). Nowadays, with wide sparing online internet technologies usage, web marketing has started to become quite active marketing device (Jones, Malczyk and Beneke, 2012:4). Online marketing, especially with developing communication technologies, should not be seen as just a new outlet or a store in a different environment (Tağıyev, 2005: 27). Trade and marketing activities over internet lead to so many economic opportunities such as a new supply chain, product distribution service, decrease in product cost, direct sale and these opportunities emerge as a topic that firms should think about it (Yalçın, 2012:20). Therefore, we can conclude that creating web site and uploading it is the same with opening shutters and waiting (Tağıyev, 2005: 28). There is no such commercial activity cannot be done over internet no longer. From banking transactions, buying cinema, theater, sport tournaments ticketsto ordering food, there is a big proceeding world on the internet (Ekmekçi, Berber and Kutlu, 2009:12). So, if the firms want to perform successful marketing activities, they should make accurate and rationalist rating.

3. Describing Web Marketing Conceptually

It is started to be used so many terms such as “electronic commerce, online shopping, web marketing, electronic shopping, virtual shopping, online shopping and net economy” with using Internet effectively as direct marketing device. Common direction of all these terms is a commercial activity which is used in unreal, virtual environment or mutual communication made on the market and the consequence of this communication. These terms expressed as internet marketing or marketing over internet use internet and all other technologies related with internet to reach marketing aim and goal (Ünal, 2010:157).

Mathissen, (1995:37) describes online marketing in the most general sense as using Internet to gain; Odabaşi and Oyman, (2003:59) describe online marketing as using Internet and internet related digital technologies to accomplish marketing objectives and to support modern marketing sense(Koçoğlu and Özcan, 2010:24). Online marketing is described as transferring information electronically by using computer or similar device in digital platform and an area in which advertisement and shopping are done. (Jones, Malczyk and Beneke, 2012:4).
Online marketing is identified as “a strategic process which is relating to developing products, rating, publicity and dispersion in target market oriented Internet environment” (Mucuk, 2004: 244). In other words, online marketing is identified as a method that is going to give pleasure to both producer and consumer; with online activities, it is idea, product and service change enabler and it is going to organize and maintain consumer relations (Yalçın, 2012:20). Hence, searching for more alternatives by consumers and increasing questions and answers about products add a dimension to consumers. Thus consumers can use internet in every steps of buying process (Özcan, 2010:32). Because of all these reasons, online firms have chance to forward indigenous message to its potential consumers (Yükselen, 2013:215). Especially with the help of communication technologies, marketing over internet should be thought as not only a new outlet or a new store in different environment but also a new supply chain, product distribution service, decrease in product cost, direct sale, economic aspects and so many opportunities for firms (Eren, 2009:8).

4. Transition from Traditional Marketing to Online Marketing

Online marketing uses different methods and techniques from traditional marketing. Two major factors which identify direct marketing, which is named as a marketing framework trying to reach consumer the quickest and optimum way and minimizing cost of this way, are relationship between seller and consumers and expected behavior by seller (Eren, 2009:8). By this way, electronic communities which occur in internet environment are aimed. The apex of the direct marketing is showed as online marketing, namely marketing done in electronic environment with all opportunities of communication technologies. Qualitatively, while online marketing, likened to one of direct marketing techniques; telemarketing, uses different tools and techniques from traditional marketing, it is more general. Online marketing appear as a high technology oriented, fast and ever-growing method at the same time it uses traditional techniques (Eren, 2009:9). According to this approach, “in the future, success in global commercial market is going to be companies which produce highly valued, immediate supplier of consumers, various “virtual products” (Tağıyev, 2005: 28).

When we examine differences of online and traditional marketing from the aspects of basic marketing activities, we see four basic differentiations. According to this examination, differences between online marketing and traditional marketing are (Yalçın, 2012:22-23); advertisement, customer service, sale and marketing. When we examine marketing mix elements, in comparison with traditional marketing, online marketing shows difference mostly in promotion equipment. Most common publicity ways; creating web sites, enrolling pages about the sector, place add to search engines and different sites, promotion with e-mail, creating a network with online communities (Koçoğlu and Özcan, 2010:25). In this respect, online marketing of an industry which is in contact with sectors is thought as an important competitive advantage in globalizing markets. Consequently, current equipment’s transformation in transition from traditional marketing to online marketing range as (Jones, Malczyk and Beneke, 2012:16-17);

- Substantial office- website
- Phone/Letter- E-mail
- Traditional Advertisement- Online Advertisement
- Questionnaire/Market Survey- Web Analysis
- Traditional PR studies- Web PR studies

E-mail, web analysis, online advertisement, website has great place in online marketing implementations and they are extremely used in communication between consumers and companies. Thus, companies have advantageous such as time, cost and competition thanks to interaction realized by online marketing.

5. Development of Online Marketing in Turkey

It is seen that online marketing enter into the development process with starting commercial activities over internet in Turkey. In this process, commercial activities made over internet have increased interaction among sectors. Accordingly, Alba (1997) and Ody (1999) state that internet is one of the best suitable environment for marketing commercial products (Ekmeç, Berber and Kutlu, 2009:13). Also, with the idea of being most potential pulpit, internet figures much more than being distribution channel and pulpit. In this manner, many product’s and services’ traditional sector practices have started to be developed on the internet at the present time (Koçoğlu and Özcan, 2010:24). At the same time, with spreading of internet access in our country, it has considerable increase on using internet by people and institutions. According to research results, almost each institution has internet connectivity. Thus, all manner of companies start to have a web page. Some institutions send questionnaire or form to their customers who contact with the company in a sort of way. With the help of information obtained from questionnaires and forms, companies send informing messages to e-mail addresses of people (Ünal, 2010:160). In this way, both institutions and customers have an attitude to guide and support each other for commercial activities made over internet.

First application of online marketing in Turkey is known as Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) which has started among Merkez Bank and the other banks in 1992. IGEME is chosen as commercial hub of Ankara by UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) in 1995 and this is known as second step. As part of this study, TUBITAK started TUANA (Informatics Substructure Plan of Turkey) in the same year (Yalçın, 2012:24). This project reveals internet and informatics substructure of Turkey and forms starting point of public’s attitude towards the topic. ETKK (Electronic Trade Coordination Council) that has delegates of Competition Authority and public, private sector, university participants is established within the supreme council for science and technology. A report is prepared by ETTK and in this report there is “Preparation of Legal Infrastructure” title. One advice from this title is stated as “operators determination in
electronic payment systems; in terms of contracts made among these operators, legal rules determination according to policies in Competition Law” (Eren, 2009:10). These developments cause increment in number of companies that give consultancy service about electronic trade (Tağıyev, 2005:42).

Preliminarily, online marketing was generally B2C (Business to consumer-e-trade from firm to consumer) in Turkey. Electronic commerce divides into two bazaars conceptually. These are categorized as B2B (Business to business) and B2C (Business to consumer) markets. The most known web based commerce activities is B2C (Business to customer) system. B2C market consists of online marketing web pages and virtual stores (Yalçın, 2012:24-25). In Turkey, online marketing has used B2C in general. The most popular products in this area is ticket sale with %71, electronic products with %11, flower with %8, CD with %6, food with %5 and clothing with %3 (Eren, 2009:11).

6. Development of Online Marketing on the World

On the world, online marketing has started to develop with developing and improving internet technologies. In parallel with developing online marketing, increment incomputer and internet usage has affected the user number of electronic environment in the dynamic and ever-growing markets (Yalçın, 2012:26). Increment in user number enables rise of online marketing and trading size. In addition to this, this increase enables to do this commerce in all fields.

Development process of online marketing has started to be used extremely in 1996 by institutions. Of course, it can be said that there have been some activities before this year. However, these activities are either intranet or extranet which is closed activity used by institutions to communicate among each other or specific customers (Eren, 2009:4). United States of America (USA) leads online marketing and its works in the world. USA is the most electronic commercial (commerce made by television, telephone, internet etc.) country in the world (Yalçın, 2012:27). Quantity of electronic commerce made in USA is much more than the other European countries. The best opportunity of USA firms is preparing and introducing their products 260 million people who is speaking the same language and share same culture (Tağıyev, 2005:39).

Online marketing provides a new market which is tried to be explained with online, virtual and electronic commerce and has occurred as consequence of institutions, electronic environment’s changing attempts available information flow to product and service flow (Adığüzeli, 2010:10). At the same time, in today’s world, with developing network technologies and information systems in terms of substructures and security systems, online commerce and marketing are seen as inseparable part of life. Thus, developments in computer and communication technologies has started to bring marketing size unforeseen levels.

7. Tools used in Online Marketing

Generally, firms use these tools while they are doing their online marketing activities:

7.1. Search Engines

While there are millions web pages on the internet, if the searching address is not known then search engines (www.yahoo.com, www.google.com, www.yycos.com) are used. In this existing system, while sites range, there are relevant advertisements in a part. For example, when we write “Beyzbol” in search engine, besides so many information about it, we can also see so many relevant advertisement. At the same time, some factors come to forefront to searching consumers for entering firms’ web site (Adığüzeli, 2010:13).

Search engine is known as a mechanism used for searching content in internet. It consists of three components: web robot, search index and user interface. Search results are given as a list consist last clicked web sites (Yalçın, 2012:29). In addition to this, indexes and links given by other firms to relevant firm affect the order (Eren, 2009:14).

7.2. Web Sites

Web sites which are shown as commercial face of firms are techniques that enabling uninterrupted communication to people. As an online marketing instrument, web sites best advantage is mutual consumer interaction evaluating and communication individualization according to existing interest. Accomplishedly prepared website can change from information about services and products to information prospecting way of interests and shopping attitudes of consumers (Adığüzeli, 2010:13).

Commercial web sites prepared to give facilitative service to users about products and services can cause wasting time because of their number increment even they are on internet. So search engines have become important tools for satisfying the needs of consumers, researchers, products, services,information and technical support (Yalçın, 2012:29).

7.3. Banner

There are colorful animations on popular web sites, generally up side of the page, they are named as banner and hyperlinks, occurs on banner, help to direct relevant web site. Banner advertisements are seen as the first step of directing target audiences to relevant web site of firm (Adığüzeli, 2010:11-12). In this way, with developing internet and information technologies, banner on internet has diversified. Banners are web sites of firms which are prepared to introduce service and products in design templates of popular firms and generally include a slogan and attractive animations (Yalçın, 2012:30). Attractive and well-prepared banner advertisement with successful web site provides to be known of firm’s web site by target customers. Banner advertisements are easier and cheaper than newspaper, magazine,
television and the other advertisements. However, because of low view and click number, generally it is not preferred by professional marketers (Eren, 2009:13).

7.4. Electronic Mail

Electronic mail marketing, one of the marketing techniques, is used as sending advertisements and publicity to previously listed target customers (Ünal, 2010:159). Electronic mail is an advantageous technique because instead of waiting target customers on for marketing, it can reach them directly (Yaşlan, 2012:30). Also, customers’ needs and wishes, customer satisfaction and customer attitudes can be understood with electronic mails. With the help of this, customers are categorized according to their needs, wishes and attitudes and firms apply different strategies, marketing activities (Adigüzel, 2010:14).

8. Conclusion

Developments in information and communication technologies cause solid and radical changes in both market and customer structure. In new information based technology, internet has become the most important marketing tool which provides to firms and customers attaining their aims fast and economically. In time, internet developments around the world gain important advantages such as money and time to both managements and customers. In this manner, customers have chance to reach intended product and services with less time and cost and they can compare alternatives easily. So, with extremely usage and advantages of internet, managements have started to use it as a marketing tool. For online marketing, firms start to use electronic mails, web sites, banners and search engines and they start to develop strategies. However, in online marketing, the most important factor to be successful in activities is identifying customers’ needs and wishes as it is in traditional marketing. For this purpose, online marketing speeds up studies such as marketing techniques, advertisement, campaign or informing. A firm that wants to be successful in online marketing has to guess target customers’ attitudes and possible reasons of these attitudes. In this way, providing promotion, becoming first firm come to mind and being mentioned positively in customers’ mind are very important factors for the success of firm. While there are competitors’ of an online marketing enforcer firm in physical environment, being in second or lower level places in competition is going to create some difficulties to reaching consumers. So, for providing easy access to web site and shopping, firms have to advertise apart from virtual environment and provide customer traction.

The most important point of successful online marketing activities is making customer analyzing correctly. This topic has great importance in online marketing activities. Existing market customer analysis cannot show the same effect in general when they are used in new markets. So, product and service presentation with different marketing activities to the customer groups with different cultures is the most important thing. Customer attitudes shaped by many factors, show up as consequence of different customer attitudes from two different countries in which these factors change. Consequently, while online marketing has some advantages such as giving chance to consumer for time, product, cost and firm comparison; it has disadvantages. For example, consumer cannot see the product before buy; there are security application problems in electronic activities and problematic topics about validity of electronic contracts.
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